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1 Introduction
This deliverable (D1.5) has a ‘Public’ (PU) audience. The website is implemented in the open source
TYPO3 content management system. The content of the website has two sources:


All general information including those on methodology will be on one server, hosted and
administered by SPK in Germany;



Statistics will be hosted and administered by Digibis in Spain.

Both parts have the same “look and feel”, and so will be indistinguishable to the users of the website.
What is presented here is a basic concept for the structure of the website and social media presence.
Many parts of it, but not all, have been implemented at the time of authoring this report. As soon as
content is available the website navigation will be changed to make it visible.
The website is available at:

http://www.enumerate.eu.
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2 Website
2.1

Design

The design of the website follows the general identity guidelines for the project (see deliverable D1.3).
Especially the idea that the appearance of ENUMERATE should resemble, but not too closely, that of
NUMERIC was taken into consideration. The website uses basically the same colours as the
NUMERIC website did.
The CSS definition, partly mentioned in D1.3, for the website is:

2.2



body {margin:0px;padding:0px;background-color:#ffffff;}
i.e. The background should be white and there should be principally no border



p {font-family:Verdana,Arial,Helvetica;font-size:9pt;line-height:18px;}
i.e. A regular paragraph is in Verdana or Arial with font-size 9pt and line-height double the
font-size



p.headline {font-weight:bold;}
i.e. A headline should be in bold letters



a {text-decoration:none;font-family:Verdana,Arial,Helvetica;font-size:9pt;line-height:18px;}
i.e. A regular link should be without text-decorations like colours for visited links or underlining.
Letter-size and spacing like regular paragraphs.



a.menu_entry_level1 {font-weight:bold;}
i.e. An entry in the navigation section at level 1 should be bold



a.menu_entry_level2 {font-weight:normal;}
i.e. An entry in the navigation section at level 2 should not be bold



a.topmenu_entry {color:#ffffff;}
i.e. Entries in the top-line-menue should be in white



td {margin:0px;padding:0px;}
i.e. Table cells generally without margins etc.



td.headline_top {width:100%;text-align:left;background-color:#ffffff;height:72px;}
i.e. Table cells in the top section with text aligned to the left side. And with a fixed height of 72
pixel.



td.headline_nav {width:100%;text-align:left;background-color:#155795;height:28px;paddingright:5px;padding-left:5px;text-align:right;}
i.e. Table cells in the headline-navigation section should be 28 pixel high …



td.navigation {width:300px;padding-left:5px;padding-right:5px;backgroundcolor:#eeeeee;vertical-align:top;color:#000000;}
i.e. Table cells in the general navigation menue should have a fixed with of 300 pixel and they
should have a light grey as a background colour with text written in black

Concept

The concept for the ENUMERATE website was originally developed by SPK in April and May 2011. It
was discussed with the Core Group partners in May 2011, and was by all partners at the Kick Off
Event in Birmingham in June.
The basic structure is shown below. This, like all of the following diagrams, does not necessarily
represent the look or structure of the website as implemented. Rather it is a representation of the
ideas behind the website.
There is a public part and a part accessible only for authorised users. Once logged in to the private
part, authorised users will be able to upload files, which are being worked on, and make them
available to others for review before publication. This area will also be used as the entry point for the
communication between the National Coordinators and the project.
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Overview of the logic behind the website:

Basic functionalities and communication tools of the website:

Using the “language selection” button will change the language of the website navigation. It was
agreed by partners that navigation will be available in English, French and German. The content itself
will be in these and, perhaps, in other languages. Multilingual pages will be indicated by language
code options.
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About ENUMERATE:

This is basic information about the project, the thematic network (Who-is-who), and about the activities
of project or network. Deliverables will be made available as soon as possible.
Some information on the earlier projects and initiatives, needed to understand ENUMERATE, e.g.
NUMERIC, are be presented.

Statistics:
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The statistics page will be created and administered by the project partner Digibis in Spain. However it
will follow the general appearance of the website.
It will include:


A general overview of the collected data;



Data filtered by country, institution and possibly topic;



Data plotted on maps.

There will be some interactivity in this section which will enable users to ask questions of the data, and
to create the diagrams or tables from the answers.

Surveys and Reports:

This section will be devoted to methodology. The different surveys will be described (e.g. motivation,
structure, and conduct), the questionnaires published, and the results made available in the form of a
report.
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Guidance:

The section will have a restricted section to hold the material that ENUMERATE creates to the support
of the work of the National Coordinators.

Related Information:
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This points to:


Information about digitisation statistics in general;



Statistics from sources other than ENUMERATE;



Methodology;



Other information related in one way or another to the work and the aims of ENUMERATE;



Links to and information about relevant institutions, projects and activities.

Contact(s):

It was decided to provide contact details the project coordinator and National Coordinators, in order to
aid with communication.
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3 Social Media
3.1

Social Tools

The ENUMERATE network makes use of several social tools for sharing relevant information
between project members.
Delicious:

Delicious is a social bookmarking tool that enables people to quickly create bookmarks for interesting
websites and supply these with descriptions and tags. The tags are especially useful as they allow the
user to order the bookmarked pages according to topic. The links that are bookmarked in Delicious
are presented as a list, which makes it accessible and easy to share with people outside the network.
Delicious is primarily suited for bookmarking websites and only provides the option to tag and describe
a link. This makes bookmarking literature less efficient, as there are no fields to enter relevant
bibliographical information. Because Delicious does not offer the possibility to work in groups it is
necessary that all members of the network share one account.
The address of the ENUMERATE Delicious profile is:
http://www.delicious.com/enumeratesources
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Citeulike:

Citeulike offers many of the options Delicious also offers. It is possible to bookmark websites, describe
them and add tags, but this does not work as well as in Delicious. The benefit of Citeulike is that,
besides these possibilities, it also allows users to do the same for (hardcopy) books, papers, journals
etc. It is also possible to work together in groups and communicate on a group forum. Together with
Delicious, Citeulike offers most of ENUMERATE’s bookmarking needs. There are some social
bookmarking websites, like Bibsonomy, that combine the possibilities of Citeulike and Delicious, but
these are often not as user friendly.
The address of the ENUMERATE Citeulike profile is:
http://www.citeulike.org/groupfunc/15379/home
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Flickr:

Flickr is a photograph sharing website that allows users to upload pictures to their photostream. The
ENUMERATE Flickr account can be used to share pictures of meetings, but other uses may arise as
time goes on.
The address of the ENUMERATE Flickr photostream is:
http://www.flickr.com/photos/60897329@N06
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3.2

Social Networks

To increase the social presence of the ENUMERATE project, two social networks have been selected:
Twitter and LinkedIn. Both media are used heavily in the professional networks that ENUMERATE
addresses. It was considered to set up a Facebook account, but Facebook does not support Projectaccounts. It would have been possible to create an institutional account, but the added value
compared to LinkedIn was considered low. Limited resources in the ENUMERATE project also
resulted in the decision not to set up and maintain a Facebook account, as the success of these social
initiatives depends largely on the effort that is put into maintaining them.
In addition to the global social networks, there may be national social networks that are suited for use
in individual countries. It is up to the national coordinators to set up such accounts, they will not be
maintained under the responsibility of the ENUMERATE project.
The two selected networks discussed below are considered to be the most important at the start of the
ENUMERATE project. More may follow as new social networks arise, or some may fail. It is also the
case that there will be an overlap between the various social networks (i.e. a LinkedIn discussion
being announced on Twitter), but it is often possible to do this automatically.
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Twitter:

Twitter offers the possibility to share information, thoughts, links and (recently) images with everyone.
If they deem EnumerateEU’s tweets interesting enough users can decide to follow the account or retweet some of its tweets.
Twitter, at its best, can be an accessible means of communication with other Twitter users (over 200
million), spark discussions and inspire people to share interesting/relevant information with the
ENUMERATE network that may not have been discovered otherwise. Fostering such an active
community does require continuous attention. Maintaining a lively Twitter account is not a fulltime job,
but it is a fulltime responsibility. Frequent tweets need to be send out and @mentions need to be
answered quickly (within a day). A possible use for Twitter, at least to get the ball rolling and gather a
following, is to tweet all links that are posted on Delicious (including a short description and using a
link shortening service like bit.ly).
The address of the ENUMERATE Twitter profile is:
https://twitter.com/#!/EnumerateEU
.
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LinkedIn:

A LinkedIn group has been created to bring together people who are part of, or are interested
in the ENUMERATE network. LinkedIn is ideally suited to for communication between
professionals working in the field, and it is probably the most fruitful place for in depth
discussion. The group is an open group, which means that anyone can read its discussions,
but people will have to request permission to join. This means that the threshold to join is
higher than those of Facebook and Twitter, but also that connections on LinkedIn have more
potential to be lasting connections, because members have already expressed the interest in
ENUMERATE by requesting to join the group.
The address for the ENUMERATE LinkedIn groups is:
http://www.linkedin.com/groups/ENUMERATE-4042570
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